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Al-Muzaini Exchange Co.

ASIAN COUNTRIES
Japanese Yen 2.759
Indian Rupees 4.746
Pakistani Rupees 2.870
Srilankan Rupees 1.971
Nepali Rupees 2.981
Singapore Dollar 223.020
Hongkong Dollar 38.695
Bangladesh Taka 3.737
Philippine Peso 5.988
Thai Baht 9.127

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal 80.787
Qatari Riyal 83.207
Omani Riyal 786.772
Bahraini Dinar 804.440
UAE Dirham 82.482

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash 21.200
Egyptian Pound - Transfer 16.972
Yemen Riyal/for 1000 1.216
Tunisian Dinar 127.210
Jordanian Dinar 427.490
Lebanese Lira/for 1000 2.018
Syrian Lira 2.159
Morocco Dirham 32.414

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer 302.750
Euro 356.940
Sterling Pound 395.540
Canadian dollar 239.710
Turkish lira 85.890

Dollarco Exchange Co. Ltd

BAHRAIN EXCHANGE COMPANY WLL

Swiss Franc 316.020
Australian Dollar 240.230
US Dollar Buying 301.550

GOLD
20 Gram 249.070
10 Gram 127.450
5 Gram 64.570

Rate for Transfr Selling Rate
US Dollar 302.400
Canadian Dollar 238.945
Sterling Pound 394.050
Euro 356.520
Swiss Frank 294.450
Bahrain Dinar 802.065
UAE Dirhams 82.725
Qatari Riyals 83.945
Saudi Riyals 81.535
Jordanian Dinar 426.430
Egyptian Pound 17.029
Sri Lankan Rupees 1.973
Indian Rupees 4.744
Pakistani Rupees 2.869
Bangladesh Taka 3.738
Philippines Pesso 5.970
Cyprus pound 166.890
Japanese Yen 3.750
Syrian Pound 1.590
Nepalese Rupees 2.974
Malaysian Ringgit 71.400

It not news that the job market is quite competi-
tive. Competition always exists. Perhaps it varies
by region or industry, but there are often hun-

dreds of candidates competing for one position at a
time. At Bayt.com, the Middle East’s #1 Job Site, we
recommend job seekers to be as active as possible
when it comes to their CVs, profiles, and all other
elements that contribute to a successful job applica-
tion. Job seekers also need to pay attention to the
relevance of their CV to every job they apply for.
They need to make sure they are actually qualified in
order to catch the employer’s attention.

But in face of the tough competition and the vari-
ous requirements that employers set in place, job
seekers often ask: how many jobs do I need to apply
for? Is two enough? Five? 10? 100?

Simply put, there is no magic number. Some job
seekers apply for tens or hundreds of jobs before
landing that opportunity that suits their needs.
Others find their ideal position fairly quickly. It really
depends on many different elements that we will
discuss below.

But keep in mind that you shouldn’t be thinking
in terms of numbers anyway. Instead, think about
progress, learning, and goal obtainment. Every job

application is a learning experience. Every interview
is a round of practice. Every day as a job seekers is a
full time job of planning and strategizing and grow-
ing professionally. Here are some questions, howev-
er, that you should ask yourself if you are uncertain
about your job search efforts.

Are you doing enough?
Most of the time when job seekers have doubts

about how many jobs they should apply for, it is
because they feel that they are not putting in
enough effort. If you ever feel this way, then the
answer is prepare more and apply for more opportu-
nities. Being a job seeker is not simply clicking a but-
ton. It is about researching, reading, writing, improv-
ing, networking, consulting, and trying. In order to
have a successful job application, you need to put in
your 100% and be certain that you did that for every
single job application.

Are you pursuing many paths?
Maybe you are a fresh graduate who is willing to

explore different career paths. Or maybe you have
many passions and skills that you want to put to use.
Or maybe you want to compare and contrast to

make a long-term career transition. Whatever you
exact reasoning is, if you have the need to explore
more, then you already know that you will be apply-
ing for more career opportunities than the average
Joe. But keep in mind that your CV and application
must be customized and targeted for the respective
industry and job role. You can’t send a generic appli-
cation and expect it to be successful. 

Are you stand-out applicant?
Being a stand-out job applicant depends on two

things: 1) how competitive the particular industry
and company is and 2) how unique and valuable
your skills are. Let’s say you are applying for a sales
position in one of the most well-known technology
companies in your country. The chances are, hun-
dreds (or even thousands) of other candidates are
also in the competition pool with you. This is when
you know that you need to pursue more opportuni-
ties and be more active as a job seeker.

On the other hand, let’s suppose you are a senior
product manager with 10+ years of experience and is
seeking to join the newly launched software devel-
opment company. In this scenario, you will probably
face less competition and will easily stand out due to

your extensive experience. This where you are more
likely to be selective with your choices and applica-
tions. Nonetheless, you will still give each application
100% of your effort and preparation. 

Are you applying blindly?
One thing you absolutely have to pay attention

to and avoid is being a “blind applicant.” Remember:
more is not always better. Don’t be tempted to go
on a spree, applying for jobs left and right with little
to no attention to the specific requirements and
details of each position. This is unwise and is simply
a waste of your time and that of the employer.

Luckily, online job sites such as Bayt.com will
notify you of jobs that you don’t qualify for and will
also show you your relevance score to each job you
submit an application for. This way you can be more
thorough and strategic with your applications.

At the end of the day, remember to be active,
persistent, and well-informed. Know that it is not
about the number of applications you submit, but
about your effort, dedication, and progress. Giving
100 percent effort to the five applications you
send is much better than 5 percent effort to 100
applications. 

CURRENCY BUY SELL
Europe

British Pound 0.386197 0.396197
Czech Korune 0.005562 0.017562
Danish Krone 0.043659 0.048659
Euro 0. 349637 0.358637
Norwegian Krone 0.033856 0.039056
Romanian Leu 0.077712 0.077712
Slovakia 0.009023 0.019023
Swedish Krona 0.032899 0.037899
Swiss Franc 0.306164 0.317164

Australasia
Australian Dollar 0.230046 0.242046
New Zealand Dollar 0.214874 0.224374

America
Canadian Dollar 0.232975 0.241975
Georgina Lari 0.125021 0.125021
US Dollars 0.298650 0.303070
US Dollars Mint 0.299150 0.303070

Asia
Bangladesh Taka 0.003321 0.003905
Chinese Yuan 0.043717 0.047217
Hong Kong Dollar 0.036652 0.039402

Indian Rupee 0.004221 0.004909
Indonesian Rupiah 0.000018 0.000024
Japanese Yen 0.002667 0.002847
Korean Won 0.000256 0.000271
Malaysian Ringgit 0.067407 0.073407
Nepalese Rupee 0.002991 0.003161
Pakistan Rupee 0.002624 0.002914
Philippine Peso 0.005894 0.006194
Singapore Dollar 0.216485 0.226485
Sri Lankan Rupee 0.001598 0.002178
Taiwan 0.009886 0.010066
Thai Baht 0.008737 0.009287

Arab
Bahraini Dinar 0.796057 0.804557
Egyptian Pound 0.015566 0.021474
Iranian Riyal 0.000084 0.000085
Iraqi Dinar 0.000190 0.000250
Jordanian Dinar 0.422401 0.431401
Kuwaiti Dinar 1.000000 1.000000
Lebanese Pound 0.000150 0.000250
Moroccan Dirhams 0.020832 0.044832
Omani Riyal 0.779944 0.785624
Qatar Riyal 0.078868 0.083808
Saudi Riyal 0.079647 0.080947
Syrian Pound 0.001283 0.001503
Tunisian Dinar 0.121912 0.129912
Turkish Lira 0.080747 0.091047
UAE Dirhams 0.080958 0.082658
Yemeni Riyal 0.000984 0.001064

Chinese Yuan Renminbi 45.645
Thai Bhat 10.080
Turkish Lira 86.055

LONDON: After this week’s war of words
between the United States and North
Korea triggered the biggest fall in global
stocks since the US presidential election,
investors are wondering what other off-
radar shocks may be waiting to rock
world markets. Although there is little
sign so far that investors are protecting
themselves against a major sell-off, some
say the current environment masks
latent risks.

“Every day, our risk models tell us to
take more risk because of falling volatili-
ty but with markets being where they
are, we have to be very careful in not fol-
lowing them blindly,” said James Kwok,
head of currency management at
Amundi in London. “So we try to project
scenarios on what can go wrong and
where are markets not looking.” Such has
been the extraordinary period of stability
in financial markets in recent years that
world stocks have hit a series of record
highs while gauges of broad market
volatility have plunged to record lows.

That benign investment environment
has been fostered by central banks
which have pumped vast sums of cash
into economies since the global financial
crisis that began a decade ago, lifting
asset prices globally. Flows into most
asset classes have already overtaken
peaks reached before the financial crisis.

For example, inflows into active and
passive equity funds have nearly dou-
bled to $10.9 trillion at the end of June
2017 from a September 2007 peak,
according to Thomson Reuters Lipper
data. Inflows into bonds have meanwhile
increased nearly three-fold to $4.1 tril-
lion in that period.

Broad market gauges of risk, such as
the CBOE Volatility Index, better known
as the VIX, and its bond market counter-
part, the Merrill Lynch Option volatility
index remain pinned near record lows
despite a spike this week.

But analysts say low market volatility
masks the heavy weight of options writ-
ten on these gauges by investment
banks betting that the calm conditions
will persist for a long time.

That has been accompanied by the
growing popularity of inverse-volatility
ETF products, which have doubled in val-
ue this year as market volatility has
cratered. Morgan Stanley strategists say
the volume of bets on volatility remain-
ing low means even a small increase in
price swings could force some of these
leveraged bets to unwind, triggering
shock waves in the financial system and
sending stock markets tumbling.

Daily percentage changes are impor-
tant in the volatility world because a lot
of these exchange-listed products and

notes are rebalanced daily based on
these changes, so that any large change
would automatically trigger selling pres-
sure elsewhere.

“This is why lower volatility creates
higher risk,” said Christopher Metli, a
Morgan Stanley quantitative deriva-
tives strategist in a recent note. He esti-
mates that a 12 point rise in the VIX
could send the S&P 500 index down by
3.5 percent. A move of that magnitude
was last seen after Britain’s shock Brexit
vote in June 2016.

But a spike in volatility is not the
only scenario worrying investors. Other
risks markets may be ignoring include
the implications of a messy British exit
from the European Union and the risks
that the Qatar crisis could spiral out of
control in the Middle East and hit oil
prices. Even the prospect of a newcom-
er at top of the U.S. Federal Reserve
when Janet Yellen steps down in 2018
could prove unnerving.

low volatility
“Today’s low volatility is the calm

before the storm and doesn’t reflect the
real world in which companies are oper-
ating, or the major uncertainties that are
developing,” said Paul Hodges, chairman
at International eChem, a consultancy.

Another variable is the expectation
that  central  banks wi l l  soon star t
unwinding their massive post-crisis
stimulus measures, with unpredictable
results. One of the biggest risks seen
lurking is the rise and growing influ-
ence on the world’s stock markets of
passive funds, which aim to track rather
than beat benchmarks and charge low-
er fees than their more actively-man-
aged peers.

The proportion of stocks on the main
US benchmark equity index that are now
owned by such passive investors has
nearly doubled since the 2008 crisis to 37
percent. But redemption pressures on
large passive investors could exacerbate
any market selloff. Apple Inc, a stock
market darling, has a fifth of its outstand-
ing stock held by index funds with
Vanguard, BlackRock and State Street
making up the top three holders, accord-
ing to latest Thomson Reuters data.

The head of sales of a large British-
based bond fund said some of its clients
are trying to put together pools of mon-
ey with which to snap up beaten-down
stocks if  a large emerging market-
focused ETF is faced with sudden
redemption pressures. 

“We get a lot of queries on what are
some of the risks that markets may be
overlooking, and that is what keeps us
up at night,” he said. — Reuters

Job applications: How many is too many?

Bayt.com weekly report

MEXICO CITY: President Donald Trump’s push to
renegotiate the North American Free Trade
Agreement is putting Mexico in a tough spot,
threatening the system that has helped turn the
country into a top exporter through low wages,
lax regulations and proximity to the United States.

With talks set to start on Aug. 16, the Trump
administration is targeting the massive US trade
deficit with its southern neighbor and the weak-
ly enforced labor, environmental and manufac-
turing rules that for 23 years have drawn
American assembly plants to Mexico and
launched a flood of televisions, cars and appli-
ances across the border.

“Mexico was resting on its merits and has
been in a comfort zone, and now we have to
leave it,” Economy Minister Ildefonso Guajardo
told a business group recently. “The alarm clock
has rung for us to wake up.” A key draw for for-
eign assembly plants and investment has been
Mexico’s low wages. While average manufactur-
ing wages in China had risen to $3.60 per hour
by 2016, Mexico’s had shrunk to $2.10 - a level
some economists say is artificially low. With
many workers unable to afford the vehicles
Mexico produces, the country exports about
three times as many cars as are purchased
domestically, most to the United States.

“It is a very serious problem,” Alex
Covarrubias, a labor professor at Mexico’s Sonora
College, said of the country ’s wage policy.
“Almost all the (labor) contracts that are signed
in Mexico are unlawful, which means that they
are company contracts, which the workers aren’t
aware of.” The Trump administration is pressing
to bring labor and environmental regulations -
originally contained in weakly enforced “sidebar”
agreements - into the main body of NAFTA’s text,
and to require that Mexico’s government
ensures the “effective recognition of the right to
collective bargaining.”

Labor laws
Tightening Mexico’s labor laws and strength-

ening unionization could push wages up, or at
least stem the flight of jobs to Mexico, experts
say. Guajardo said Mexico is willing to negotiate
labor and environmental issues as part of the
talks to be held in Washington. “I think it would
be progress, to guarantee that the benefits of
the agreement are shared among all.”

Guajardo appeared to be similarly flexible
about making “fine adjustments” to the rules-of-
origin in manufacturing, which dictate how
much regional content would be required to
consider a product “made in North America.”
Critics have accused Mexico of importing a lot of
Chinese or European components, assembling
them and labeling them made in North America.

But Guajardo is less convinced by what he calls
the Trump administration’s “extreme preoccupa-
tion” with reducing trade deficits - one of the

issues that make Mexican officials bristle. “Since
NAFTA was implemented in 1994, the US bilateral
goods trade balance with Mexico has gone from a
$1.3 billion surplus to a $64 billion deficit in 2016,”
the US Trade Representative’s Office said in
unveiling its plans for renegotiating the accord.
“The negotiating objectives also include adding a
digital economy chapter and incorporating and
strengthening labor and environment obligations
that are currently in NAFTA side agreements.”
Mexico’s CIBanco bank said in a report that most
of this deficit is in the auto sector and it could be
the main sticking point in the talks.

“The US demands to use the talks to improve
its trade balance with NAFTA partners represent
the biggest threat to reaching an accord,” it said.

Mexico, in turn, wants the redone agreement
to include immigration issues while changing as
little as possible in trade policy. It appears to
want a better guest-worker program. But US
Agriculture Secretary Sonny Perdue said this was
not an area “that would be involved in NAFTA
renegotiations.”

On the whole, it appears Mexico wants to
change as little as possible. Covarrubias, who
studies the auto industry and attended some of
the consultation sessions in Mexico on NAFTA
renegotiation, said he was “very disappointed”
to see that the position of Mexico’s government
and power groups was “we don’t want to change
a single comma.” “They’re just reacting, waiting
to see what the Trump administration says, but

they don’t have anything proactive, any propos-
al,” Covarrubias said. One change sought by the
U.S. is expected to be another thorny issue.
NAFTA’s Article 19 set up a trade-dispute resolu-
tion mechanism that allows binational panels of
private experts to decide differences over tariffs.

Canada has vowed to defend the panels, and
in Mexico there is pressure not to go back to
national courts to resolve disputes, probably
because both countries fear it would allow the
U.S. to throw its greater weight around.

All of this comes under a deadline: Mexico
wants the talks wrapped up before its presiden-
tial election season opens up in 2018, because
the government fears any concession would
become a political football for leftist front-run-
ner Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador.

That’s a point where Mexico is almost certain
to be disappointed, said ex-US Ambassador to
Mexico Antonio Garza. “I think it’s certainly aspi-
rational to talk about the end of the year, begin-
ning of (2018), but I think it’s far more realistic to
be looking at the end of 2018 maybe even early
2019,” Garza said. Some are more optimistic
about the talks to retool NAFTA, which was
signed before the latest tech boom, Mexico’s
opening of its oil industry and Trump’s calls to
build a wall between the countries. “One should
never let a good crisis go to waste,” said Mexico’s
former ambassador to the US, Arturo Sarukhan,
adding the talks provide an opportunity to mod-
ernize NAFTA. — AP

NAFTA talks could mark end 

of era for Mexican exports
Trump pushes to renegotiate trade deal

HAMBURG: In this July 7, 2017 file photo, US President Donald Trump meets with Mexican
President Enrique Pena Nieto at the G20 Summit, in Hamburg. Trump’s push to renegotiate the
North American Free Trade Agreement is putting Mexico in a tough spot, threatening the sys-
tem that has helped turn the country into a top exporter through low wages, lax regulations
and proximity to the United States. —AP

Investors ponder further 

shocks after N Korea jolt


